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Akon speaks some redpill truth. Thoughts?
August 28, 2019 | 78 upvotes | by Dethklokk

This part of the interview got edited out of the offical channel upload but it has some redpill gold.
Thoughts?
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Comments

ceilingsky95 • 84 points • 28 August, 2019 01:17 AM 

Bro I just listened. He has solid points. Women are trying to be masculine. Also, Damaged women tend to be
more sexual/Bipolar high sex drive type of situation.

Akon speaks from experience and not for all men which is humble.

Dethklokk[S] • 61 points • 28 August, 2019 01:21 AM 

The funny thing is he is telling them it's from his experience but the women, especially the younger one,
won't listen to him. The part where he tells them that men know women better than women know men and
we use the knowledge to control them was crazy.

Also, he was right. Most of the women that called in agreed with him.

oldschooltx • 26 points • 28 August, 2019 02:25 AM 

This reminds me of Patrice O Neal’s interviews. No matter what, the chicks would ALWAYS start
arguing and fighting with him, trying to make stupid points, using strawman arguments, etc. even though
it was obvious he was 10000x more knowledgeable on the subject. They are compelled to battle these
ideas.

Bolognaiz • 4 points • 28 August, 2019 09:57 AM 

Tom leykis as well

ceilingsky95 • 28 points • 28 August, 2019 01:22 AM 

Younger women of this generation are equivalent to a light switch, always turning off or on.

BotThatSaysBro • 9 points • 28 August, 2019 01:17 AM 

bro ��

ErectileDistention • 15 points • 28 August, 2019 07:07 AM 

Did we watch the same video? Akon is the blue pilled one and the older woman is telling the red pilled truth.

DAOcomment2 • 35 points • 28 August, 2019 04:29 AM 

Not red pill. Red Pill recognizes the hypergamous dual mating strategy of women. Namely, that women's sexual
strategy requires procuring the best DNA (alpha male) and long-term provisioning (beta bucks) to assure
successful child rearing, even if these must be procured from different men. Cheating with an alpha while
receiving beta provisioning is a successful strategy, and but for social taboos trying to limit adultery, adultery
exists as a drive in female sexual nature as also for men. Akon's main point in this clip is that female nature isn't
"savage", that women are romantic and monogamous unless they're damaged or their man sucks. The woman on
the panel tried telling him essentially "No, we can wake up one day and want to cheat with a guy just because
there's always a bunch of guys we're attracted to." She was actually spitting the Red Pill, that women aren't
inherently monogamous and romantically faithful.

[deleted] • 8 points • 28 August, 2019 07:37 AM 

exactly
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Dethklokk[S] • 5 points • 28 August, 2019 09:38 AM 

I agree, not all of it is redpill. He did describe hypergamy, he just didn't push the point or call it out by that
name. Have you ever been with a virgin? They get super attached especially if you aren't a total beta and can
lay down the pipe. But like he said, and you reiterated, if the man that a virgin is with isn't good enough, the
woman will search and through the process of searching, i.e. the CC, becomes damaged and hyper sexual.

Lateralanouncer • 31 points • 28 August, 2019 05:51 AM* 

In a post contraception society maybe. If your a top 1% male.

In reality. The average 18 year old girl planed her life something like this. I’m going to settle down when I’m 30.
So for the next 12 years I just want to have fun, im going to wast my time and spend every cent I earn on crap. .
I’m going to party, party, party. Cocks, traveling for more cocks, plus drugs and alcohol to fuck up my eggs.
And when I’m 30 I’m going to be the prize and give myself to a lucky. 6ft bachelor. With a six figure income.
Six pack and 6inch+dick. Then after he takes me traveling to the destinations i havnt already been to. Im going
to have a maid . 2 children and a Yoga membership.

ogkushinjapan • 12 points • 28 August, 2019 09:27 AM 

Sadly many thots still succeed in this plan coz guys be thirsty.

Plus the internet globalized the smp so thots can always find a foreign 6 sixes to commit to them.

Lateralanouncer • 1 point • 28 August, 2019 08:28 PM* 

Yea. I think the 80/20 rule applys to woman to. The six man has options. As Time is the best test of
genes. So a woman with good genes make it though the wall.

omarbradley42 • 4 points • 28 August, 2019 04:14 PM 

Smack that, all on the floor Smack that give me some more Smack that Ooooo

its-mystery • 3 points • 28 August, 2019 12:25 PM 

I think even if Akon knows redpill stuff, he can’t spit it out on the radio in front of everyone because It will
sound misogynist and will be bashed (maybe sued too) from feminists around the world. Maybe he downplayed
it all. Or maybe he just lied.

yistomorrow • -10 points • 28 August, 2019 02:29 AM 

Why is this posted in the askRP subreddit?

This isn't a question.

entrep4 • 6 points • 28 August, 2019 06:20 AM 

I see what you're saying but technically it is a question because the title is asking for your thoughts

proplfax • -16 points • 28 August, 2019 01:29 AM 

that was bluepilled as fuck, saying women don't wakeup and decide they're gonna fuck a guy because he's sexy?
what a simp. his description of hypergamy is very watered down too. more bluepill fantasies.

Jabbermouth • 1 point • 28 August, 2019 12:26 PM 

You misunderstood. Akon is saying that women don’t wake up and decide they’re gonna fuck a guy because
he’s sexy unless they’re damaged or have been hurt etc. It’s not in their nature.
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Of course some women will wake up and decide to have sex with a man or cheat on their husband and go
through with it. But his argument is that these women are damaged and acting out of their nature.

Imagine 3000 years ago how dangerous it would be for a women of a certain tribe to just wake up one
morning and decide to have sex with a random man because he’s sexy. She risks being outed from the tribe,
being killed or exiled, or getting pregnant. All three of those are essentially a death sentence for a woman
during that time. So a woman would be unlikely to risk having sex with a man just because “he’s sexy”.

Today, there are no consequences. A woman can wake up, download tinder, match with 200 guys in a couple
hours and have sex with 10 of them by the end of the night if she wanted to. And there would be zero
consequences for her actions. There are no more “tribes” so no risk of being an outcast or outed from the rest
of the tribe, in fact some will accept you more for hooking up with strangers. There is no punishment for
having sex with strange, random men such as being killed or exiled, in fact it is actually encouraged by
some. And finally, thanks to birth control, there is no risk of getting pregnant unless she wants to and
deliberately tries to.

I agree with Akon. While he may not be exactly “redpilled” according to this subreddit, he clearly
understands women and their nature; so describing him as bluepill is just inaccurate.

proplfax • 1 point • 28 August, 2019 08:20 PM 

hypergamy doesn't care about any of this. they find something better and cheat. has nothing to do with
being damaged

excalc 1 points 28 August, 2019 02:34 AM* [recovered]  

Pretty funny that if a woman was up there talking about how a man thinks and what's in his nature, you all would
rip her to shreds for not knowing what the fuck she's talking about.

But Akon does it and for some reason he's just thinking logically? GTFO. He's just regurgitating random shit
he's heard to sound smart

chaching131 • 12 points • 28 August, 2019 03:17 AM 

Um men’s nature is to like women, sex, a girl who doesn’t bitch/argue/test to much and can make a mean
sandwich. If any woman goes public saying she knows all these things to be true about men I doubt she’d be
ripped to shreds . On the contrary, i think she’d be applauded

imtrynaclapnocap • 13 points • 28 August, 2019 02:54 AM 

Wow looks guys it’s a knight in shining armor!

excalc 1 points 28 August, 2019 03:07 AM* [recovered]  

Sick burn dude. Or maybe open your 'redpilled' brain and think about what I'm actually telling you. How
fucking narcissistic is it that a man claims to know women's nature but if a woman ever pulled that shit
on men you'd call her a fucking retard. Think, idiot.

DAOcomment2 • 10 points • 28 August, 2019 05:09 AM* 

I've heard all kinds of women philosophizing about the nature of men. There are forums on the
internet dedicated to the female side of dating that engage in the same theorizing (and bitching) that
occurs on men's forums. Sometimes I think certain women nail it on the head, other times they don't.
Depends on the woman and what she's saying. At the end of the day, people are trying to make sense
of their experiences with the other sex.

Red Pill wasn't an ideology that told me how to see women. A lot of drive by SJW commenters come
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here thinking that Red Pill is the same as incel, when much of Red Pill thinking is field notes traded
by dudes based on their experiences with women. My interactions with women had recurring themes
and Red Pill just have those things clarifying names. Red Pill, believe it or not, was first taught to me
directly by women's behavior, but then comparing notes with other men that experienced the same
gave that picture clarity and focus.

Oh yeah, women don't just go for nice guys like I was taught, they actually do like assholes. Oh yeah,
women do keep around a bunch of dudes who they never fuck but extract favors from e.g. orbiters,
beta bucks. Oh yeah, women really go nuts for a guy when other people give him high status, and
they always seem attracted to dudes that are superior in power, whereas guys can be attracted to a girl
who is just physically attractive but not superior in any other way i.e. hypergamy. Oh yeah, women
do throw little tests at dudes all the time to throw them off psychologically and there's a name given
to this by other dude's that independently experienced the same i.e. shit tests. And so on.

A person, man or woman, is entitled to look at their experience of men and form an opinion, and look
at their experience of women and form an opinion. Technically, nobody knows anybody but
themselves so you can say anyone that forms an opinion about other people is being narcissistic. OK
maybe but we all have to figure out the world and other people through the one perspective we have.

You're not going to shut down anyone's attempt to understand the world by reminding them that their
perspective is limited. No shit, so is yours, and you're still going to form opinions anyways as best
you can. So if you disagree, rather than futilely trying to tell them to quit trying because their
perspective isn't complete, just explain your perspective. That's the most you can do if you actually
want to have a discussion. Once your opinion is out there, prepare to be disagreed with and just deal.
If you have an antagonistic response to this, I don't care. Of course you're entitled to hate my opinion
and me if you want, that's how discussion works. If you don't want to trade points politely, and just
came to exercise your anger in words, feel free. No one cares, being rude isn't sticking it to anyone,
you're just wasting your time.

riskitit • -1 points • 28 August, 2019 06:05 AM 

tf is your point? lmao read the sidebar or gtfo if u are a female and you're butthurt

11-Eleven-11 • 3 points • 28 August, 2019 04:30 AM 

Where is this woman explaining male nature? Or is it just a strawman?

Darknessblinds • 6 points • 28 August, 2019 03:37 AM 

I'm questioning whether you've digested the redpill or not.. or even worse are you even a male is my
question at this point. Women are rarely.. very fucking rarely ripped apart, it's us men that get shat on
when we decide to speak up on anything.. their pussies are rather licked upon mentioning anything by
beta males and feminists. Anywho if you would do a deep research you would understand why we're
more knowledgable and reliable.. because most of the time our emotions aren't controlling our
decisions or facts for that matter.

Mypatronusisyou • -2 points • 28 August, 2019 07:11 AM 

You sound like an incel

Darknessblinds • 5 points • 28 August, 2019 07:47 AM 

That's what I do when I'm telling the truth.
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badabing654 1 points 28 August, 2019 11:51 AM [recovered]  

Jack me off
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